Boulevard Tree Replacement

Boulevard Tree Replacement

Due to the road construction there were tree(s)
removed from the boulevard along your property.

Due to the road construction there were tree(s)
removed from the boulevard along your property.

As part of this project, boulevard tree(s) will be
replaced when the environment and tree location
is suitable to plant a new tree based on the City’s
Boulevard Tree Planting guidelines.
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Boulevard Tree Planting guidelines.

Within a week of receiving this notice, to
request a new boulevard tree(s) call:

Within a week of receiving this notice, to
request a new boulevard tree(s) call:

Dave St. Dennis, Project Inspector at
(612) 221-3767

Dave St. Dennis, Project Inspector at
(612) 221-3767

Once a new boulevard tree is planted the resident
is required to water the tree once a week during
dry periods in the spring, summer and fall.

Once a new boulevard tree is planted the resident
is required to water the tree once a week during
dry periods in the spring, summer and fall.

Trees younger than (5) years old need one inch of
rainfall each week to stay healthy. If there is not
enough rain you should water your tree(s). Slowly
pour at least (4) five-gallon buckets of water over
the tree roots or put a hose under the tree and let it
run gently for (1) hour.
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the tree roots or put a hose under the tree and let it
run gently for (1) hour.

See back side
guidelines.

See back side
guidelines.
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Boulevard Tree Care

Boulevard Tree Care
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For your new boulevard tree(s), the following
guidelines are recommended by the City of
Anoka. With normal weather, for the first and
second week the tree(s) shall be watered daily.
For the next three (3) months the tree(s) shall be
watered every other day. After this the tree(s)
needs one inch of rainfall each week to stay
healthy and establish proper root growth for two
to four or more seasons. If there is not enough
rain you should water your tree(s).

For your new boulevard tree(s), the following
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Anoka. With normal weather, for the first and
second week the tree(s) shall be watered daily.
For the next three (3) months the tree(s) shall be
watered every other day. After this the tree(s)
needs one inch of rainfall each week to stay
healthy and establish proper root growth for two
to four or more seasons. If there is not enough
rain you should water your tree(s).

To water your tree(s), slowly pour at least three
five-gallon buckets of water over the tree roots, or
put a hose under the tree and let it run gently for
approximately one hour.

To water your tree(s), slowly pour at least three
five-gallon buckets of water over the tree roots, or
put a hose under the tree and let it run gently for
approximately one hour.

The mulch at the base of your tree(s) holds in the
moisture, reduces weeds and prevents damage
from your lawn mower. You should remove any
weeds that may grow in the mulch with your hand
(not with chemicals). We recommended to
maintain four to six inches of mulch and to keep
the mulch a few inches away from the tree trunk.
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